Instructions on how to reach the boat tour from the university

Address of the boat tour: Prins Hendrikkade 33a

By public transport
- Take metro 51 to Centraal Station. This metro stops in front of the university building.
- From Centraal Station, please follow these directions:

By bike
- Leave in Northern direction to Parnassusweg
- Go right to Olympiaplein
- Go left to Ruysdaelkade
- Go right to Rustenburgerstraat
- Go left to Dusartstraat
- Go right to Albert Cuypstraat
- Go left on Ferdinand Bolstraat
- Keep on going in a straight line to Muntplein
- Take a slight left turn to Rokin
- Keep on going in a straight line until you reach Centraal Station
- Take a left to Prins Hendrikkade